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We report results of a search for oscillations involving a light sterile neutrino over distances
of 1.04 and 735 km in a νµ-dominated beam with a peak energy of 3 GeV. The data, from an
exposure of 10.56× 1020 protons on target, are analyzed using a phenomenological model with one
sterile neutrino. We constrain the mixing parameters θ24 and ∆m2

41 and set limits on parameters
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of the four-dimensional Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix, |Uµ4|2 and |Uτ4|2, under the
assumption that mixing between νe and νs is negligible (|Ue4|2 = 0). No evidence for νµ → νs
transitions is found and we set a world-leading limit on θ24 for values of ∆m2

41 . 1 eV2.

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 14.60.Lm, 29.27.-a

Studies of neutrinos and antineutrinos produced in the
Sun, the atmosphere, and by reactors and accelerators [1]
have established that neutrinos have mass and that the
weak-interaction flavor eigenstates ν` (l = e, µ, τ) are re-
lated to the mass eigenstates νi (i = 1, 2, 3) by a mixing
matrix U :

|ν`〉 =
∑
i

U`i|νi〉. (1)

Measurements of the shape of the Z-boson reso-
nance [2] show that there are three active neutrino fla-
vors with masses less than mZ/2. The standard pic-
ture of neutrino mixing therefore assumes U is a 3 × 3
matrix, the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS)
matrix [3–5], that relates the flavor states to three neu-
trino mass states m1, m2, and m3. The matrix is com-
monly parametrized using three mixing angles, θ12, θ23,
and θ13, and a charge-parity violating phase δ [6]. The
three angles and the two mass splittings ∆m2

21 = m2
2−m2

1

and |∆m2
32| = |m2

3−m2
2| have been measured in multiple

experiments [1].
The three-flavor model of neutrino mixing provides an

excellent description of most, but not all, neutrino data.
In particular, the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector
(LSND) observed a 3.8σ excess consistent with νµ → νe
oscillations driven by a mass splitting 0.2 ≤ ∆m2 ≤
10 eV2 that is incompatible with ∆m2

21 or ∆m2
32 [7]. The

MiniBooNE experiment searched for oscillations in the
same range of mass splittings using beams of νµ and νµ
and found 3.4σ and 2.8σ excesses of νe and νe, respec-
tively [8].

Many experiments have measured νe fluxes from reac-
tors at short baselines of 10–1000 m. A recent calcula-
tion [9, 10] predicts a flux that is about 3% larger than
previously assumed. The data display a deficit with re-
spect to that prediction, the “reactor anomaly,” which
can be interpreted as νe disappearance due to oscilla-
tions with ∆m2 & 0.1 eV2 [11]. Finally, a deficit of νe
has been observed from the gallium calibration sources
of SAGE and GALLEX [12, 13], which, when interpreted
as oscillations, is consistent with the ∆m2 range favored
by the reactor anomaly.

The anomalous oscillation signals described above may
potentially be reconciled with data supporting the three-
flavor oscillation picture by the addition of one or more
sterile neutrinos that do not experience the weak inter-
action, but which mix with the active neutrinos [14].
Since neutrinos have mass, sterile states may naturally
arise from extensions to the standard model [15]. In this
Letter, we test a phenomenological model in which the

PMNS matrix is extended by the addition of a fourth neu-
trino mass eigenstate ν4 and a single sterile flavor state
νs. This “3+1” phenomenological model introduces three
new mixing angles θ14, θ24, and θ34, and two additional
phases δ14 and δ24 when parameterized as in Ref. [6]. In
this nomenclature the PMNS phase δ ≡ δ13 and all δij-
dependent terms appear multiplied by the correspond-
ing sin θij in U . In the following discussion we denote
individual elements of U as Uli with l = e, µ, τ, s and
i = 1, . . . , 4. We also write cij = cos θij , sij = sin θij ,

and ∆ji =
∆m2

jiL

4Eν
, where ∆m2

ji ≡ m2
j − m2

i , L is the
distance traveled by the neutrino, and Eν is the neutrino
energy.

The MiniBooNE and LSND experiments were con-
ducted at L/Eν ∼ 1 km/GeV, a parameter space in
which sin2 ∆32 ∼ 10−5 and sin2 ∆21 ∼ 10−8, rendering
oscillations due to ∆m2

32 and ∆m2
21 negligible. In this

case, and assuming |∆m2
41| � |∆m2

32| > |∆m2
21|, the νe

appearance probability is

P (νµ → νe) = 4|Uµ4|2|Ue4|2 sin2 ∆41, (2)

where |Uµ4| = c14s24 and |Ue4| = s14. Reactor experi-
ments study νe → νe and have placed stringent limits on
θ14 [16, 17].

MINOS measures neutrino oscillations using νµ
charged-current (CC) and neutral-current (NC) interac-
tions in a far detector (FD) and a near detector (ND)
separated by 734 km [18, 19]. The neutrinos are produced
by directing protons with energies of 120 GeV from the
Fermilab Main Injector onto a graphite target, located
1.04 km upstream of the ND, producing π and K mesons.
These mesons are focused by magnetic horns before de-
caying in a 675 m long tunnel to produce predominantly
muon-type neutrinos [20]. The ranges of L/E probed by
the two MINOS detectors are shown in Fig. 1. Disap-
pearance of νµ occurs with a probability

P (νµ → νµ) = 1− 4

4∑
i=1

4∑
j>i

|Uµi|2|Uµj |2 sin2 ∆ji. (3)

In the analysis presented in this Letter, we use the exact
oscillation probability to extract limits on the parame-
ters. In the following discussion of the phenomenology,
for simplicity we only show leading terms.

Terms in ∆21 are negligible, and we can approximate
∆m2

32 ≈ ∆m2
31. In the limit ∆m2

41 � ∆m2
31 we can also

approximate ∆m2
43 ≈ ∆m2

42 ≈ ∆m2
41 and expand the

oscillation probability to second order in the small terms
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FIG. 1. Muon neutrino oscillation probabilities as a function
of L/E, where L is the distance traveled by the neutrinos,
and E is the reconstructed neutrino energy (top horizontal
axis of each panel), for three different values of ∆m2

41, with
θ14 = 0.15, θ24 = 0.2, θ34 = 0.5, and values of ∆m2

31, ∆m2
21,

θ12, θ23, and θ13 from Ref. [1]. The dip in P (νµ → νµ) at
500 km/GeV is due to oscillations driven by ∆m2

31. As L/E
increases, the various oscillation probabilities become similar
and the lines overlap. The gray bands indicate the regions
of reconstructed energy where CC νµ interactions (top panel)
and NC interactions (bottom panel) are observed in the two
detectors.

s13, s14, s24 and cos 2θ23, yielding

P (νµ → νµ) ≈ 1− sin2 2θ23 cos 2θ24 sin2 ∆31

− sin2 2θ24 sin2 ∆41. (4)

Thus, mixing with sterile neutrinos in the MINOS CC
νµ sample is controlled by θ24 and would be seen as a
depletion of events for ∆41 & π/2, as shown in the top
panel of Fig. 1.

For 10−3 . ∆m2
41 . 0.1 eV2 an energy-dependent

depletion would be observed at the FD with no effect
at the ND. The ∆m2

41 = 0.05 eV2 curve in the top
panel of Fig. 1 shows an example of this behavior. As
∆m2

41 increases toward 1 eV2 we have ∆41 � π/2 at the
FD. In this case—the fast-oscillation regime—an energy-
independent reduction in the event rate would be ob-
served, since sin2 ∆41 → 1/2 when the finite energy resolu-
tion of the detectors is considered. The ∆m2

41 = 0.50 eV2

curve in the top panel of Fig. 1 shows an example of fast
oscillations. For ∆m2

41 & 1 eV2 an additional energy-
dependent depletion of νµ would be seen at the ND, with
the energy of maximum oscillation increasing with ∆m2

41.
An example of these ND oscillations is shown by the
∆m2

41 = 5.00 eV2 curve in the top panel of Fig. 1. For
∆m2

41 & 100 eV2 fast oscillations occur at both detectors.

MINOS is also sensitive to sterile neutrinos via the dis-
appearance of NC events [21–23], as shown in the bottom
panel of Fig. 1, which would occur with a probability

1− P (νµ → νs) ≈ 1− c414c
2
34 sin2 2θ24 sin2 ∆41

−A sin2 ∆31 +B sin 2∆31. (5)

The terms A and B are functions of the mixing angles
and phases. To first order, A = s2

34 sin2 2θ23 and B =
1
2 sin δ24s24 sin 2θ34 sin 2θ23. The NC sample is therefore
sensitive to θ34 and δ24 in addition to θ24, although that
sensitivity is limited by poor neutrino-energy resolution
(due to the undetected outgoing neutrino), a lower event
rate due to cross sections, and νµ and νe CC backgrounds.

The MINOS apparatus and NuMI beam have been de-
scribed in detail elsewhere [20, 24]. We analyze an expo-
sure of 10.56×1020 protons on target (POT) used to pro-
duce a νµ-dominated beam with a peak energy of 3 GeV.
The detectors are magnetized steel-scintillator, tracking-
sampling calorimeters that utilize an average field of 1.3 T
to measure the charge and momentum of muons. The en-
ergy of hadronic showers is measured using calorimetry.
In the case of CC νµ interactions, this is combined with
topological information through a k-nearest-neighbor al-
gorithm [25].

A sample of NC-enhanced events is isolated by search-
ing for interactions that induce activity spread over fewer
than 47 steel-scintillator planes. Events with a recon-
structed track are required to penetrate no more than five
detector planes beyond the end of the hadronic shower.
Additional selection requirements are imposed in the ND
to remove cases in which the reconstruction program was
confused by multiple coincident events. The selected NC
sample in the ND has an efficiency of 79.9% and a purity
of 58.9%, both estimated from Monte Carlo (MC) sim-
ulation. The background is composed of 86.9% CC νµ
interactions and 13.1% CC νe interactions. At the FD,
assuming standard three-flavor oscillations, the efficiency
of the sample is 87.6% and the purity is 61.3%, with
the backgrounds comprising 73.8% CC νµ interactions,
21.6% CC νe interactions, and 4.6% CC ντ interactions.
A lower bound on the energy of the incident neutrino is
estimated from the energy of the hadronic recoil system,
with a mean resolution of 41.7% on the energy of the
recoil system in the FD.

We isolate a sample of CC νµ (νµN → µX) events by
searching for interactions inside our detectors with a sin-
gle outgoing µ track and possible hadronic activity from
the recoil system X. We discriminate between CC and
NC events by combining four topological variables de-
scribing track properties into a single discriminant vari-
able, using a k-nearest-neighbour algorithm [26]. Events
are required to have failed the NC selection procedure
to be included in the CC νµ sample. In the ND, the se-
lected CC sample has an efficiency of 53.9% and a purity
of 98.7%, both estimated from a MC simulation. At the
FD, assuming three-flavor oscillations, the corresponding
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FIG. 2. The ratios of the energy spectra in the far detector
to those in the near detector, shown for the CC νµ (top) and
NC (bottom) samples. The solid lines represent the predicted
ratios from fits to the standard three-flavor oscillation model
and to the 3+1 sterile neutrino model.

efficiency is 84.6% and the purity is 99.1%. The neutrino
energy is reconstructed by summing the energies of the
muon and hadronic showers, with a mean resolution of
17.3% in the FD.

MINOS oscillation analyses have traditionally used the
CC and NC neutrino energy spectra measured by the ND
to predict the spectra at the FD as a function of oscil-
lation parameters [27]. However, the sterile oscillation
parameter space to which MINOS is sensitive stretches
over the range 10−3 . ∆m2 . 102 eV2, which could cause
oscillations to impact both detectors [28]. Therefore, in-
stead of using the ND data to predict the FD energy
spectra, we analyze the ratio of energy spectra observed
in the FD to those observed in the ND. This FD-to-ND
ratio is analyzed for both CC νµ and NC events, as shown
in Fig. 2. Aside from the overall difference in the num-
ber of events (caused by the distance between the detec-
tors, their different masses and efficiencies, and the beam
divergence) the main effect is the energy-dependent sup-
pression of events at the FD caused by oscillations driven
by ∆m2

32. Our analysis searches for modulations on top
of that oscillation pattern, caused by the sterile sector,
by minimizing the χ2 as a function of the oscillation pa-

rameters:

χ2
CC,NC =

N∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

(xm − µm)(V −1)mn(xn − µn) + const.

(6)
Here, we denote the measured FD-to-ND ratio as xm,
where m = 1, . . . , N labels N energy bins between 0 and
40 GeV. The predicted ratio is denoted µm. The depen-
dence of µm on the oscillation parameters is taken from a
MC simulation that includes the full range of experimen-
tal effects, and uses an exact form of all oscillation prob-
abilities in vacuum with no approximations. In Eq. (6),
V is an N × N covariance matrix expressing the com-
bined statistical and systematic uncertainty on ~µ. For
very high ∆m2

41 & 50 eV2, both detectors are in the fast-
oscillation limit and the only sensitivity comes from the
overall rate measured in one of the two detectors. To
account for the uncertainty on the overall rate we add

a term χ2
rate = (X−M)2

σ2
M

, where X and M are the total

number of ND events measured and simulated, respec-
tively, and σM is the uncertainty on M , which is conser-
vatively assigned a value of 50%, reflecting the fact that
most measurements of neutrino fluxes and cross sections
assume only three neutrino flavors.

We fit for θ23, θ24, θ34, ∆m2
32 and ∆m2

41, and hold
all other parameters fixed. We set sin2 θ12 = 0.307 and
∆m2

21 = 7.54 × 10−5 eV2 based on a global fit to neu-
trino data [29], and sin2 θ13 = 0.022 based on a weighted
average of recent results from reactor experiments [30–
32]. An analysis of solar and reactor neutrino data yields
the constraint sin2 θ14 = |Ue4|2 < 0.041 at 90% CL [33],
which is small enough to have a negligible effect on this
analysis, so we set θ14 = 0. This analysis has negligible
sensitivity to δ13 and δ14, and minimal sensitivity to δ24;
hence, all are set to zero. The impact of including the
matter potential in the oscillation probability was investi-
gated and found to have a negligible effect. The neutrino
path length between the meson decay point and the ND
was taken into account in the computation of oscillation
probabilities.

Figure 2 shows a good agreement between the mea-
sured FD-to-ND ratios and those predicted using a three-
flavor hypothesis. No significant distortions indicative of
sterile neutrinos are observed. The predicted ratios in-
clude both statistical and systematic uncertainties that
are incorporated into Eq. (6) via a covariance matrix,

V = Vstat + Vnorm + Vacc + VNC + Vother, (7)

where the terms account for the various sources of uncer-
tainty. Figure 3 shows the effects that the sources of sys-
tematic uncertainty have on the sensitivity of the sterile
neutrino search. We describe each source of uncertainty
below.
Vstat contains the statistical uncertainty, which is less

than 24% in each energy bin and 15% on average. Vnorm
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contains a 1.6% uncertainty in the relative normalization
of the CC sample between the ND and FD, and a corre-
sponding 2.2% uncertainty for the NC sample. This ac-
counts for uncertainties in reconstruction efficiencies. It
was determined by a study in which a team of scanners
looked at events in both detectors from both simulation
and data to assess the level of reconstruction failures. No
evidence for a mismodeling of the reconstruction failures
was observed, and the values quoted for the uncertainties
are the statistical precision to which the modeling could
be tested.
Vacc accounts for uncertainties on the acceptance and

selection efficiency of the ND. These uncertainties were
evaluated by varying event-selection requirements in the
data and MC simulation to probe known weaknesses in
the simulation. As these requirements were varied, the
total variations in the ND data to MC ratios were taken
as systematic uncertainties on the FD-to-ND ratios. The
total uncertainty included in Vacc, which is energy de-
pendent and includes correlations between different bins,
varies from 2% to 6% for the CC sample and is below
0.6% at all energies for the NC sample.
VNC accounts for an uncertainty on the procedure used

to remove poorly reconstructed events from the NC sam-
ple. The variables used to identify such poorly recon-
structed events are not perfectly modeled by the MC
simulation. A procedure, described in Ref. [34], assesses
an uncertainty arising from this mismodeling. The total
uncertainty, which includes correlations between energy
bins, falls from 5% below 1 GeV to less than 1.5% above
5 GeV.
Vother includes terms to account for all sources of un-

certainty in neutrino interaction cross sections and the
flux of neutrinos produced in the NuMI beam. The total
uncertainty on the FD-to-ND ratios arising from these
sources is no more than 4% in any parts of the energy
spectra.

We fit the 3 + 1 model to the data by dividing the
(sin2 θ24, ∆m2

41) plane into fine bins and minimizing
Eq. (6) in each bin with respect to ∆m2

32, θ23, and θ34. At
each point in the plane we interpret the significance of the
∆χ2 with respect to the global minimum according to the
unified procedure of Feldman and Cousins [35]. In this
procedure, MC pseudoexperiments are generated, with
bin-to-bin statistical and systematic fluctuations incor-
porated by sampling from a multidimensional Gaussian
with covariance matrix V [defined in Eq. (7)]. The result
is shown in Fig. 4, with the area to the right of the curves
excluded at their respective confidence limits. The data
are consistent with three-flavor oscillations at 54.7% CL;
no evidence for sterile neutrinos is observed. The world’s
best limit on sin2 θ24 is established for ∆m2

41 < 1 eV2, a
largely unmeasured region of parameter space.

The limit obtained from the data is stronger than
expected from the sensitivity, as can be seen from a
comparison of Figs. 3 and 4. A study shows that 8%
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FIG. 3. The effects of systematic uncertainties on the 90%
CL sensitivity in the (sin2 θ24,∆m

2
41) plane, shown by succes-

sive inclusion of the listed uncertainties.

of fake experiments obtain an exclusion stronger than
that obtained from the data at ∆m2

41 = 1 eV2. At
∆m2

41 = 0.5 eV2, the CC sample provides 75% of the
∆χ2 that gives rise to the 90% C.L. exclusion contour,
with the NC sample providing the remaining 25%.

For ∆m2
41 < 10−2 eV2 it becomes possible for one of

the three mass splittings ∆m2
41, ∆m2

42 or ∆m2
43 to match

the scale of oscillations in the ∆m2
32 sector. This results

in solutions that are degenerate with the standard three-
flavor prediction, creating an island of allowed parameter
space that is visible in Fig. 4.

Upper limits on the angles θ24 and θ34, which
correspond to limits on elements of the PMNS ma-
trix, may be defined at fixed values of ∆m2

41. For
∆m2

41 = 0.5 eV2, the data constrain sin2 θ24 <
[0.016 (90% CL), 0.022 (95% CL)]; under the assumption
that |Ue4|2 = 0, these are also limits on |Uµ4|2 =
c214s

2
24. For ∆m2

41 = 0.5 eV2, the data also constrain
sin2 θ34 < [0.20 (90% CL), 0.28 (95% CL)]; under the as-
sumption c214 = c224 = 1, these are also limits on |Uτ4|2 =
c214c

2
24s

2
34.

In conclusion, we have used samples of CC νµ and NC
interactions from the NuMI neutrino beam to place a
constraint on the existence of sterile neutrinos. We use
a 3 + 1 model to quantify this constraint, and are sen-
sitive to a range of ∆m2

41 covering almost 5 orders in
magnitude. Over much of this region, we place the first
constraints on the mixing angle θ24. In an accompanying
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2
41) plane compared with results from previous

experiments [36–39]. The areas to the right of the MINOS
lines are excluded at their respective confidence levels.

Letter [40], we present a combination of this constraint
with those on θ14 from the Daya Bay [16] and Bugey [17]
reactor experiments to set a limit that is directly compa-
rable with the possible hints of sterile neutrinos seen by
the LSND and MiniBooNE experiments.
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Note Added.—A paper by the IceCube Collabora-
tion that sets limits using sterile-driven disappearance
of muon neutrinos has recently appeared [41]. The re-
sults place strong constraints on sin2 2θ24 for ∆m2

41 ∈
(0.1, 10) eV2. Furthermore, a paper that reanalyses the
same IceCube data in a model including nonstandard
neutrino interactions has also recently appeared [42].
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